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LIBERTY TOWNSHIP BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS 

Minutes of September 24, 2019 

 

 

The Liberty Township Board of Zoning Appeals held a meeting and Public Hearing on September 24, 2019, in the 

Liberty Township Administrative Building, 2095 Reynoldsburg-Baltimore Road, Baltimore, Ohio 43105. 

 

The meeting and Public Hearing were called to order at 7:00pm by Chairman Bill McNeer with the following 

members present:  Chairman Bill McNeer, Jack Schafer, Tom Marsh, David Stone, Alternate Betsy Alt was 

present and seated, Zoning Inspector Jim Anthony and Secretary Lori Anthony.  All joined in reciting the Pledge 

of Allegiance. 

 

The minutes of January 8, 2019 were presented.  Tom Marsh noted that paragraph 5 states David Stone was 

reappointed as the Alternate and it should state Betsy Alt.  David Stone made a motion for approval of the 

minutes as corrected.  The motion was seconded by Jack Schafer.  All were in favor of the motion and the 

minutes were approved as corrected. 

 

(Start of verbatim transcribing) 

 

Chairman McNeer:  To rule in favor of a variance request, it takes a super majority.  In other words, at least 4 of 

the 5 must vote for the variance.  One must have standing in order to provide testimony.  Deliberations may be 

conducted in executive sessions.  However, the vote must be made in public sessions.  On review of conflict of 

interest on this particular application, could I have a roll call vote of if anybody has any conflict of interest due to 

business, social or family relations with the applicants.  Would you call roll on that please? 

 

Secretary Anthony:  McNeer? 

 

Chairman McNeer:  No 

 

Secretary Anthony:  Schafer? 

 

Jack Schafer:  No 

 

Secretary Anthony:  Marsh? 

 

Tom Marsh:  No. 

 

Secretary Anthony:  Stone? 

 

David Stone:  No 

 

Secretary Anthony:  Alt? 

 

Betsy Alt:  I know Mr. and Mrs. Brate socially and 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Do you feel that would interfere or not interfere with your decision? 

 

Betsy Alt:  I don’t think it will interfere.  No. 
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Chairman McNeer:  Could I have the Zoning Inspector be sworn in?  Do you swear and affirm the testimony you 

are providing is the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth so help you God? 

 

Zoning Inspector Anthony:  I do. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Was the variance filed within 20 days Zoning Inspector decision that variance was required? 

Uh that case was signed August 16 and filed August 27 so  

 

Zoning Inspector Anthony:  Correct 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Applicant knew ok.  Scheduled within 60 days from filing?  Obviously its September uh 24 

 

Zoning Inspector Anthony:  Correct 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Notice in newspaper at least 10 days prior? 

 

Zoning Inspector Anthony:  inaudible 

 

Chairman McNeer:  What day would it appear in the Lancaster Eagle Gazette? 

 

Secretary Anthony:  Tuesday, September 3 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Ok.  When was the notice of parties of interest at least 10 days prior not later than 

September 14 mailed.  When, when were they mailed? 

 

Secretary Anthony:  August 29th 

 

Chairman McNeer:  August 29
th

.  And would you confirm the property is zoned RR. 

 

Zoning Inspector Anthony:  Correct 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Would you give us an oversight of the reason that you uh think it needs a variance? 

 

Zoning Inspector Anthony:  So Mr. and Mrs. Brate uh they want to they’re applying for a variance from Section 

10.3D uh.  They want to propose that they uh the building, he wants to add on to his building to exceed the 

2400 square feet maximum per our resolution. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  When was this square footage changed?  Do you recall in the past? 

 

Zoning Inspector Anthony:  It was before my time.  I can’t tell you the exact date. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  When is before your time?  What two thousand and 

 

Zoning Inspector Anthony:  started you know 15, 2015 is when I became Zoning Inspector. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Anybody else have any questions for the Zoning Inspector before we let him set down? 

 

Jack Schafer:  I just got one, shouldn’t this be a conditional use versus a variance? 

 

Zoning Inspector Anthony:  It’s for  
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Jack Schafer:  Huh? 

 

Zoning Inspector Anthony:  It’s to add on more than the  

 

Jack Schafer:  If you read 10.3E it says if the accumulative square footage exceeds 2400 it structure should be 

considered a conditional use. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  10.3D?  Is that what you are looking at? 

 

Jack Schafer:  Yes 

 

Zoning Inspector Anthony:  Well we are here for 10.3D not E. 

 

Jack Schafer:  Huh? 

 

Zoning Inspector Anthony:  We are here for 10.3D. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  I think 

 

Jack Schafer:  I always thought a variance was for the lay of the land.  Conditional use is for the size of the 

building.  I thought. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Well the variance can be either area or use or uh what am I trying to say, area variance or 

use variance.  There’s two type of sub, sub type variance. 

 

Jack Schafer:  Ok 

 

Chairman McNeer:  So 

 

Zoning Inspector Anthony:  I, I thought any time that you wanted to go different than the resolution then you 

got to apply for a variance.  That was my understanding. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Ok but to follow up on Jack’s question, in 10.3D and I think this is what you read,  

 

Jack Schafer:  Yeah 

 

Chairman McNeer:  If the square footage exceeds 2400 square feet the accessory structure shall be considered a 

conditional use and subject to conditions of 11.14.  Run over 11.14.  I think your question Jack comes to 11.14C 

which says the Board of Zoning Appeals shall issue a conditional use permit for such accessory structures that 

exceeds the uh 2400.  Isn’t that where you’re coming from on that? 

 

Jack Schafer:  Well I’m, I’m reading down there in C in 11.14C. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Ok.  Alright.  Let’s, let’s leave that for right now and let uh the applicant speak and so talk 

about that later and see how we’ll work that out so if I, Mr. ___ can you, are you the one to speak? 

 

Soft Voice:  Yes. 

 

Male Voice:  Yes sir. 
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Chairman McNeer:  Ok would you mind uh stand up at the podium there and um being sworn in.  Please raise 

your right hand.  Do you swear or affirm the testimony you are about to give is the whole truth and nothing but 

the truth so help you God? 

 

Male Voice:  I do. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Please state your name, your address. 

 

Arthur Brate:  Arthur Brate 1941 Leonard Road, Baltimore. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Go ahead with your request. 

 

Arthur Brate:  Um I have my wife Annelle here with me this evening and uh just a little background or history I 

guess um this uh piece of property is 2.88, 2.88 about 3 acres property um out there on Leonard Road.  We 

bought it in 1985.  When we bought it uh the family, actually the house was built in the early 70’s and then later 

70’s it was sold and then that second owner built this barn um and uh and those were called pole barns now I 

guess the more technical term is post and frame building but uh basically say uh that that fella built it um to 

store his helicopter.  He had a uh spraying business and uh so he built it very tall uh open front so he could back 

a trailer in with the helicopter on it uh so that, that’s how the building came about.  Um they sold the property 

to us in 1985 and uh uh a year or so later uh I kinda wanted to uh close it up some uh make it more of a little uh 

uh carpenter’s workshop so I could do some things, store my pickup truck so we added on to the uh what’s the 

south side of it uh 18 foot addition and the addition has a 10 foot garage door so I can drive my pickup truck in 

and it was big enough that uh we had a workbench and you know table saw and tools like that.  Uh, we don’t do 

commercial carpenter work but uh it just a you know workshop area.  Um and so it’s been like that uh every 

since.  More recently, uh you know as you collect more things, I I’ve got a couple of antique tractors uh that 

were from a farm uh.  Um, one of them this past year my grandson who is a senior in high school up here 

restored it as uh FFA uh project and uh uh did an excellent job.  It’s a 1952 Case tractor that I remember my dad 

buying and it’s on our farm and all that anyway uh I got a couple of these tractors he’s restored this and so I’m 

thinking you know I kinda need some more storage space um.  The building itself um again was built back in the 

70’s uh it’s in need of some work uh it really needs you know a new roof uh I thought on it um the exterior, the 

metal siding is fading some and so uh it seemed like the right time to um update the building and in doing so um 

looking at the front of the building you know the taller area was here and here was kind of an addition over here 

uh my idea was add a similar addition on the other side to make the building, first of all the appearance would, 

would look better and do you have some of those kinds of pictures and buildings that I turned in earlier um or 

not?  If not I did bring this along you wanna pass that down.  It shows the existing building uh yeah this is a color 

picture I guess so it uh uh and then what I proposed to basically just add 18 feet on the south or the north side 

of it to match the 18 feet that’s on the south side.  Uh, a door, overhead door um you’ll notice the current 

building, the tall part has uh sliding doors.  Those are something that I added to kind of enclose things in uh 

because like I said it was just an old building that uh the original person was storing a helicopter in there um so 

my i, idea is to uh you know add that storage space over there um if I try to make it look identical to what’s on 

the other side uh that’s really that, that uh what’s the east side, is really the only thing that the neighbors or the 

public sees if you drive down Leonard Road um heading west you kind of see it sitting up there on the high 

ground.  Uh but there’s woods behind it uh and what not so that, that, that’s what people see and we thought 

we’re remodeling and adding on we want to make it look as nice as we can uh and so adding similar uh size and 

shape to the other side uh you know kind of a facelift for the whole building um is, is something we wanted to 

do so that, that’s what led to coming up with that.  Um, in adding the 18 feet uh to that side um it does pr end 

up as 2640 square feet is the, is the footprint so it’s 240 square feet bigger than, than what the um, um policy of 

the 2400 so 10, 10 percent more square footage uh is, is what the uh the that uh would be um and so as, as I 

looked well could we make it smaller to try to meet that 2400 I would mean making it uh a bit narrower, 6 foot 
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narrower.  Uh, first of all it would of course change the outside appearance.  It would definitely would look a 

whole lot different the one side than the other.  Um, wouldn’t be able to put a uh the 10 foot um garage door uh 

in there uh and uh it just wouldn’t be very accessible uh to drive something into and, and park it uh um whether 

it was a vehicle or um my kids brought a couple um antique tractors and you know lawnmower and you know 

things of that nature.  Uh strictly personal use and, and mainly storage but uh so the, the smaller, the narrower 

building just wasn’t gonna uh, uh be very functional I guess for uh what I would like to use it for uh and so when 

I came and uh talked here uh they told me that uh I was going to be exceeding the 2400 feet I need you know 

ask for a variance, I and so that’s, that’s why we’re here I guess to, to see if uh, uh I could build that again uh we 

want to update the whole and, and do a facelift but at the same time balance it architecturally uh and again 

that’s the side that you see uh as you uh drive by um so that’s, that’s kind of well how we got here because of 

needing to go through that, that process um ___ any questions you see the picture I also ___ you know basically 

I think you probably have that as well just a you know little sketch uh of basically matching up one side to the 

other and uh and kinda doing a facelift on the front of it.  Uh, it, it’s old enough that we decided while we are 

doing it now would be the time to replace the roof um as well and so I wanna do that and, and that then would 

match the new roof match the, the whole thing uh so part of it is a facelift and just architecturally make it look a 

lot nicer but at the same time kind of provide the um, the storage that I was looking for with a you know 

matching overhead door on, on that side is what we have currently on the other side um 

 

David Stone:  Symmetrical I think 

 

Arthur Brate:  Symmetrical yep there you go.  Yeah I mean architecturally it was kind of a strange looking 

building because it’s so tall and it has this big opening to get the helicopter in um so yep would like to make it 

symmetrical and architecturally uh you know more attractive uh and the facelift on the, uh metal siding and 

things like that I think is going to make it uh much nicer looking built as well as provide me the extra space that I 

was looking for. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Questions?  The uh, have you notified the neighbors, I assume the neighbors, have you 

talked to the neighbors about this? 

 

Arthur Brate:  Uhh, yea I have talked to several and uh they all said really you, you gotta go through you know 

they weren’t aware of this and I, I wasn’t aware either of the 2400 square feet um, uh, and, and I don’t think any 

of them were either and I said yeah you know I’ve started the process and, and working with, with the folks over 

here um they didn’t have any concerns.  Matter of fact, they pointed out a couple other neighbors that have 

some um pole barns that maybe aren’t exceeding it, the 2400 but uh almost look like their commercial uses with 

trucks and trailers and a lot of things sitting around them um that uh you know we have not intent of we don’t’ 

want to leave anything outside we want it to be nice and neat so that’s why we are adding the extra storage uh. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  The uh property ID, it shows two different property IDs on the, this sketch you provided. 

 

Arthur Brate:  Yeah, uh, and, and Lori and I talked about that uh.  The original purchase I guess was about uh, um 

about first 2 acres that’s where they built the house.  Then when the second owner came along he bought the 

additional acre um cause he wanted to put that building up and uh you know store the helicopter and things like 

that so the original deed is, is two parcels.  Um, Lori was telling me that you know how I get that made into one 

and so I did.  So I went with the Auditor’s office, submitted the application.  It has been approved um I don’t 

know that they’ve actually updated the records in the courthouse.  You know if you go online and, and look I 

don’t think they have um but I do have a paper back from them that they have approved it so, it’s it’s one parcel 

now 2.88, eight eight acres I believe is uh so yeah it, it is one parcel now um so she recommended I go through 

that process and it was fairly easy process and  
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Chairman McNeeer:  Is this, is this the General War, Warranty Deed we’re looking at is that what on uh __ 

provided because it has 1.8 acres and 1 one acre parcel 1 and parcel 2. 

 

Secretary Anthony:  That’s the original deed.  The auditor does have it updated to 2.1, 2.81. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Ok. 

 

Arthur Brate:  Ok. 

 

Secretary Anthony:  And before the application was accepted, we did confirm with Regional Planning that it had 

been tied together and was one parcel. 

 

Arthur Brate:  Yea I, I wasn’t even aware that you could do things like that I guess and she told me I ought to do 

that and so I did and don’t think its, now I guess that means when I get my tax bill I’ll just get one bill instead of 

two. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  You get two right, so far? 

 

Arthur Brate:  Oh yeah, yep, yep. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Is there any other accessory structures on the property?  Either prop, well one property 

now?  Is there any other accessory structures? 

 

Arthur Brate:  No, no, no, uh I, actually when we first moved there there was a little shed, uh metal shed sitting 

there uh that you could put chairs in I guess just a little tiny thing.  We, we took that outta there, uh cleaned up 

that area.  So that’s the only uh, uh the house and then this separate building. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  This, this here on the southeast uh southeast corner is that a garden or something? 

 

Arthur Brate:  Oh yes.  Yep that’s a garden and uh actually part of it is raised beds that area there and then this is 

the garden area. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Ok. 

 

Arthur Brate:  Yeah.  The, of course the driveway comes into the house and then goes on up and turns right 

towards the building so they’ll be no changes to the driveway or anything like that. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  And the 20 feet setback from the um from your barn to the, to the I think it would be the 

south, south line. 

 

Arthur Brate:  South yea and, and then behind it is the woods and our property goes over the hill to the bottom 

of the hill so that the woods is all along the, the west side.   

 

Chairman McNeer:  We brought the question up about conditional uses.  Um and a conditional use isn’t there a 

fee for a conditional use Jim, in an annual fee? 

 

Zoning Inspector Anthony:  Yes. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Ok.   
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Zoning Inspector Anthony:  And you know I guess to answer back to what Jack said you know he didn’t apply for 

a conditional use.  He applied for a variance on 10.3D and that’s why we’re here. 

 

Betsy Alt:  Bill, can I say as I understood it when they talk about a conditional use they are talking about existing 

building that is already on the property that exceeds the 2400 square feet.  That’ what I took it to mean when I 

read it and we know those exist around the township because there didn’t used to be um size regulations as 

they are now.  That’s what I thought it meant.  I don’t know if that’s true. 

 

David Stone:  You mean when this rule was, was adopted? 

 

Betsy Alt:  Um huh. 

 

David Stone:  I’m thinking I was involved in 2009 

 

Betsy Alt:  Um huh. 

 

David Stone:  and I remember this number coming up  

 

Betsy Alt:  Um huh. 

 

David Stone:  And that’s probably about when the 

 

Betsy Alt:  Right 

 

David Stone:  You asked the question earlier 

 

Betsy Alt:  I think I was on too 

 

David Stone:  Yeah.  Um but I remember the specifics of, of that, I don’t remember that specific you know 

whether or not it was but I knew we did it for existing structures. 

 

Betsy Alt:  Um huh. 

 

David Stone:  Um general 

 

Betsy Alt:  That’s what I thought it meant. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Is this when you were on the Zoning Board? 

 

Betsy Alt:  Um huh. 

 

David Stone:  This, back in 2009, 2008, 2007 is when the township went through a complete revamp of the 

zoning regulations. 

 

Betsy Alt:  Yeah. 

 

David Stone:  And we had uh representative um Holly Mattei from the, she came and helped, did a great job and 

we rewrote the whole thing and uh 

 

Betsy Alt:  With a lot of guidance. 
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David Stone:  Yes 

 

Betsy Alt:  From the county. 

 

David Stone:  Yeah. 

 

Betsy Alt:  Yeah. 

 

David Stone:  Yeah um and so I, I remember the issue of all kinds of properties that might be at odds with what 

we were proposing I just remember we kind of grandfathered them in generally 

 

Betsy Alt:  Um huh and that’s, that’s where I thought should the property change hands and you wanted to do 

something with that building, you’re going to have to get a conditional use if it’s over 2400 square feet. 

 

David Stone:  Yeah.  That, you may be right I, I just don’t  

 

Betsy Alt:  Yeah. 

 

Zoning Inspector Anthony:  You know I mean the resolution has a lot of interpretations and the way I took it, 

why would you ask for a conditional use if it wasn’t beyond what it’s supposed to be anyways at this point you 

know that’s like putting the cart before the horse.  That’s the way I took it. 

 

David Stone:  Kind of might bolster your, your position here when I, when I read 11.14C the Board of Zoning 

Appeals shall issue a conditional use permit for such accessory structures if PROPOSED structures comply with 

the following so I’m, I was thinking that might be a whole new structure.  However, this could also be 

interpreted as a  

 

Betsy Alt:  Existing structure 

 

David Stone:  there yeah something so that, that might kind of go along with your recollection. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Ok.   

 

David Stone:  And again, it says in here that a conditional use of something, another situation I, I want 

something that uh bigger than 2400 square foot on my property I can get granted as conditional use ___ I would 

pay an annual fee. 

 

Betsy Alt:  Right. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Any more questions for the Mr. Brate?  You have a chance before we close the public 

hearing part of this to make a final statement uh then we will go into deliberations uh so that’s is your do you 

want to add any more to it. 

 

Arthur Brate:  Ok.  Um, I, I appreciate ya listening to my um description of what we’re trying to do.  Uh I, I’m, 

we’ve lived here since 85 and uh like the community and uh like to see properties you know nice and neat and 

well taken care of.  Uh, obviously they’re not all that way. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  We’ll record that too. 
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Arthur Brate:  Um and so yeah I, I, I think we feel we take a lot of pride in, in our property and, in maintaining it 

and all um and so yeah, the, doing something that uh you know is, is gonna stand out and, and uh we wouldn’t 

appreciate that either although I see like I said you know a couple neighboring properties or nearby uh that um 

do have nice outbuildings but then there is all kinds of stuff sitting outside trucks and construction equipment 

and trailers and, and things like that which uh distracts from the uh the, the neighborhood I guess and so um I, I 

guess if I needed more storage I could probably rent some of these PODS and you know set stuff out there uh to 

put storage in and uh I don’t like the looks of that uh at all so but that’s what 

 

Jack Schafer:  You have to get permits for PODS. 

 

Betsy Alt:  Um huh. 

 

Arthur Brate:  Is that right? 

 

Tom Marsh:  Yes. 

 

Betsy Alt:  And there’s a time limit on them.  Yes. 

 

Arthur Brate:  I’m, I’m glad to hear that although I’m not sure everybody abides by it. 

 

Tom Marsh:  No 

 

Arthur Brate:  And uh so anyway I guess uh that, that’s we feel like uh that we would like to have this but to go 

to some added expense to make it nice and, and architecturally and symmetrical and, and would fit in with our 

house and property as well so we’re, we’re willing to go that extra expense to kinda have a nice looking building 

there even though it would exceed by 10% in footage that’s in there.   

 

David Stone:  I move we go into Executive Session. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Ok but let’s close the hear, public hearing first. 

 

David Stone:  Alright. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Then go into Executive Session.  Is that what your motion is? 

 

David Stone:  Ok so I move to close the public session and have  

 

Chairman McNeer:  and go into Executive Session but who would go into Executive Session just the board itself 

right? 

 

David Stone:  Correct. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Ok.  Roll call vote on that one. 

 

Secretary Anthony:  McNeer or Stone 

 

David Stone:  Yes 

 

Secretary Anthony:  Uhhh do we need a second for his motion? 
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Chairman McNeer:  Oh yes. 

 

Jack Schafer:  I’ll second it. 

 

David Stone:  We haven’t met for nine months we forgot. 

 

Secretary Anthony:  Ok so roll call, Stone? 

 

David Stone:  Yes. 

 

Secretary Anthony:  Schafer? 

 

Jack Schafer:  Yes 

 

Secretary Anthony:  Marsh? 

 

Tom Marsh:  Yes 

 

Secretary Anthony:  McNeer? 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Yes 

 

Secretary Anthony:  Alt? 

 

Betsy Alt:  Yes 

 

Chairman McNeer:  We’ll adjourn over here into our little meeting room over here. 

 

Arthur Brate:  Or we could leave, we can go out and you can if it would be easier for you. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Nah we usually go over there that way you all can mill around here and they don’t have to 

move and 

 

David Stone:  in case we start fighting we (tape stops) 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Do we have a motion to come out of Executive Session? 

 

David Stone:  I move we come out of Executive Session. 

 

Jack Schafer:  I second it. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Roll call vote. 

 

Secretary Anthony:  Stone? 

 

David Stone:  Yes. 

 

Secretary Anthony:  Schafer? 

 

Jack Schafer:  Yes 
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Secretary Anthony:  Marsh? 

 

Tom Marsh:  Yes 

 

Secretary Anthony:  McNeer? 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Yes 

 

Secretary Anthony:  Alt? 

 

Betsy Alt:  Yes 

 

David Stone:  I would like to move that we adjourn this session until October 15. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  What time? 

 

David Stone:  Seven o’clock. 

 

Jack Schafer:  I’ll second that. 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Roll call vote. 

 

Secretary Anthony:  Stone? 

 

David Stone:  Yes. 

 

Secretary Anthony:  Schafer? 

 

Jack Schafer:  Yes 

 

Secretary Anthony:  Marsh? 

 

Tom Marsh:  Yes 

 

Secretary Anthony:  McNeer? 

 

Chairman McNeer:  Yes 

 

Secretary Anthony:  Alt? 

 

Betsy Alt:  Yes 

 

Chairman McNeer:  We are adjourned until October 15 7pm.  (8:18pm) 

 

 

__________________________________________  ____________________________________ 

Chairman, Bill McNeer      Secretary, Lori L. Anthony 


